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Monthly MCE Technical Meeting 
 

 

Meeting Details 

Meeting Name: Monthly MCE Technical Meeting 

Leader/Facilitator: Meredith Edwards, OMPP 

Rebecca Siewert, DXC 

Location, Date 
and Time: 

Monday, October 21, 2019 

2 PM; 451W 

Scribe: Rubi Multani  

 

Attendees 

MCEs  State  DXC  

Anthem  Meredith Edwards X Rebecca Young X 

Gretchen Atkins X Jeff Neuman  X Rebecca Siewert  

Jean Caster X Nonis Spencer X Tom Boucher X 

Tracy Silvers X Tara Morse X Bill Anderson X 

MDwise  Angela Todd X Sharon Ricketts  

Jason Thacker    Indea Louise McCombs  

Michelle Okeson X   Holly Walpole X 

Raeann Brown X   Stephanie Cari X 

MHS  Optum  Karen Grays X 

Manju Nair  X Harini Kasamsetty X Lisa Hogarth X 

Jeff Dill  X Harsha Jasti  Maksat Abamov X 

Taylor Fulner X   Denise Brown X 

CareSource    Xenia Hastings X 

Trish Kappes X   Jerry Allen Heady X 

Samantha Walton  X   Rubi Multani X 

Warren Culpepper    Angela Tynes  

MAXIMUS    Beth Linginfelter X 

    Ginger Brophy X 

    Joyce Lee X 

 

Agenda Items 

Item Topic Facilitator Notes (conclusions, discussions, decisions, and next steps) 

1 Open Meeting Meredith Edwards 

Review action items and update statuses 

 

The charter was approved to generate HIP cap for the 18 year old 
members who turn 19 during their initial HIP month.  
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Agenda Items 

Item Topic Facilitator Notes (conclusions, discussions, decisions, and next steps) 

2 Project Updates Ginger and Joyce 

CR 60981 TPL file to MCE (brand new) still in analysis phase.  

 

CR61058 gateway to work assignment CR. impact to MCE, there 
will be a new stop reason code on the 834 file, and the companion 
guide will be updated. Implementation date scheduled for end of 
November.   

 

CR 61100 for MCEs and DSNPs to receive 270/271 transactions. 
This project is in the start-up phase still.  

3 
Originating and 
destination address 

Ginger/Joyce 

Anthem requested information on CR 60534 from Ginger or 
Joyce  
Joe Welch is the project manager, This CR was implemented 
September 29th and is in production.  
 
FOLLOW UP: Ginger will follow up and send additional information 
to the MCEs.   

4 $0 Billed Lines Meredith Edwards 

Anthem requested an update on the charter that would allow 
MCEs to indicate paid or denied on $0 billed lines (Kathy 
Leonard has the charter and we are awaiting the approval).  
 
Charter is with OMPP now  

5 ESSR report Harsha/Optum 

Anthem requested update from Optum about including 277 
and flush report claims on ESSR report (from last meeting). 
Will these claims be added and what is the timeframe? 
 
Only 40% of the lines on the flush files have an MCE ID. The state 
does not want to add the flush claims to the ESSR report because 
it will only add some of the flush claims, and MCEs may think they 
are seeing the full picture of flush claims when they are not.  

6 277U Rebecca Young 

Anthem needs to know if the 277U validation and financial 
cycle runs automatically and at what interval in Model Office? 
 
It runs daily (M-F), and the full financial cycle runs every Friday.  

7 
835 Supplemental 

CR 58213 
Ginger/Joyce 

Anthem requested an update on when 835 supplemental file 
will begin being sent to plans 
 
David Murphy is the project manager and the CR is in the early 
stages.  

8 Edit 233 and dental Rebecca Young 

Anthem requested an update from DXC on edit 233 and impact 
on dental claims. 
 
Rebecca Young emailed the State with the option to amend the 
837D companion guide or remove the edit. More detail is needed 
from Rebecca on the impact of removing the edit. 

9 Encounter adjustments Rebecca Young 

Update needed from DXC on when MCEs will receive the list of 
encounters to be adjusted after CORE error. (follow up from 
6/18 and 9/16 meetings) 
 
DXC added the submitted IDs. The file was placed on the file 
exchange the evening of 10/21/19.  
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Agenda Items 

Item Topic Facilitator Notes (conclusions, discussions, decisions, and next steps) 

10 CE to FE  Nonis & Tara  

MHS is reporting delays in members moving from conditional 
to fully eligible, and potential plus to plus after a supplemental 
file is sent.  
 
This may be a delay in DFR processing, Nonis’s team is 
researching to see if it is related to conversion. MDwise will also 
send examples.  

11 
Pregnancy and Frail 
members moving to state 
plan 

Nonis & Tara 

MHS is reporting delays in members moving to state plan after 
supplemental file is sent.  

 

MDwise requested an update on IEDSS automating the move 
to state plan for frail members 

 

About 70% of the members being converted can be done 
automatically, the other 30% are being hand touched during the 
conversion which causes a delay. 

 

Pregnant members moving to state plan is not automated IEDSS, 
but Nonis is working on a solution to automate. 

12 Reseeds Lisa Hogarth 

Update on historical reseed work and delivery of final file to 
each MCE 
 
Files were sent to the respective MCEs for members that were 
impacted by capitation. DXC also corrected assignments that were 
effective before 2014, but these weren’t broken out and reported 
since capitation was not affected.  
 
The MCEs requested DXC provide the full list of impacted 
members.  

13 Potential plus Holly/Beth 

Anthem received potential plus records with old effective 
dates. It appears plans are receiving new records with old 
dates. This impacts calculation of member’s timeframe to 
make an initial payment. 
 
Nonis asked for Anthem’s examples, with the potential plus 
effective date highlighted. These may be restore type situations.    

14 Pregnancy term date Tara 

Open ended pregnancies, issue from past meeting 
OMPP went through and found pregnancies that were over 10 
months in length and found 4,500 records. A correction will be run 
to fix the records – end date the pregnancy status at 10 months. 
Tara will provide a list before the fix is run. MCEs asked if they 
should zero out the PAC contributions since the members would 
have had their PAC frozen and suddenly opened back up. The HIP 
team will provide further instruction. 

15  Next meeting  Monday, November 18th  
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Action Items 

Item 
Assigned 

To: 
Due Date Description Status 

1.  DXC   DXC to provide list to MCEs of encounters to be mass 
adjusted 

Pending 

2.  OMPP  Natalie and Angela will speak to the HIP team concerning cost 
share policy and leaving it open indefinitely. 

Pending 

3.  DXC 

Ginger B.  

 Provide additional information to the MCEs for CR 60534 Pending  

4.  DXC, Lis  Provide each MCE’s full list of members impacted by the 
reseed error to each MCE 

Pending 

5.  OMPP  Provide to MCEs the list of members who did not have their 
pregnancy’s appropriately end dated. Also provide guidance 
on PAC status for those members. 

Pending 

 


